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Abstract. As all hydrological models are intrinsically limited hypotheses on the behaviour of catchments, models – which attempt to represent real-world behaviour – will always remain imperfect. To make progress on the long road towards improved models, we need demanding tests, i.e. true crash tests. Efficient testing requires large and varied data sets to develop and assess hydrological models, to ensure their generality, to diagnose their failures, and ultimately, help improving them.

1 Introduction

Since this opinion paper deals with hydrological models, let us first define what we call a model: we restrict the discussion to model structures, which are also named model codes in the terminology of Refsgaard and Henriksen (2004). In that case, a model is defined by a set of equations allowing streamflow simulation based on input data and a parameter set (which varies from one catchment to another). It differs from a site-specific model, built for a particular area.

1.1 Hydrological models and the quest for an impossible validation

When developing a model, hydrologists seek a better understanding of physical processes and/or a gain in their ability to predict flow or other hydrological variables. But whatever its purpose, a model needs to be validated at some point. How the term validation should be defined and how validity should be measured, remains a matter of debate, which has been well summarized by Refsgaard and Henriksen (2004). The philosopher Popper (1959) considered that a model could only be corroborated or refuted (falsified). Klemes (1986) proposed to speak about the operational adequacy of a model, rather than about its validity. Konikow and Bredehoeft (1992) argued that the word validation should not be used because it gives a false impression of model capability, while de Marsily et al. (1992) rejected the semantic debate, considering that hydrologists are never “striving for certainty and perfection”, but only to do their “level best”. Oreskes et al. (1994) underlined that models can only be evaluated in relative terms.

Whatever terminology we adopt, we need a method to evaluate models. As a starting point for this discussion, we propose to follow Klemes (1986) in considering that a few necessary conditions to warrant model adequacy are:

- model transposability in time (i.e. whether the model can yield similar levels of errors, under both similar or very different climate conditions);
Fig. 1. Boxplot of the GR4J model performance over a set of 600 catchments in France (model efficiency: Nash-Sutcliffe criterion calculated on root square flows during validation period). SST: split sample test; DSST: differential split sample test; PBSST: proxy-basin split sample test; PBDSST: proxy-basin differential split sample test. Percentiles shown on the boxplot are: 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9; crosses indicate the mean.

model transposability in space (i.e. whether the model can yield similar levels of errors on different catchments, again under similar or very different climate conditions).

Klemeš (1986) proposed a four-level testing scheme aimed at assessing the general transposability of a model, thus extending the split-sample test (calibration/validation) that was in common use at that time. Although Klemeš wrote that the split sample test, and the proxy-basin differential split sample test. Percentiles shown on the boxplot are: 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9; crosses indicate the mean).
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The full Klemeš test can indeed be so demanding (i.e. so disappointing for enthusiastic model developers) that it has had a repulsive effect. Does it mean that it is useless, or that modellers did not fully consider what could be learnt in applying this full test? We favour the second option.

1.2 Model testing on large catchment sets: necessity or bulimia?

Oreskes (1998) noted with surprise that “most scientists are aware of the limitations of their models, yet this private understanding contrasts the public use of affirmative language to describe model results”. Indeed, it sometimes seems as difficult for a hydrologist to publicly admit the limitations of his creation as it is for an alcoholic to acknowledge his addiction. We consider that one way to overcome this is to develop and evaluate hydrological models on large and diversified catchment sets, and to always present the results of model-related discussions with distributions of model performance, obtained on a significant number (a few hundred or more) of catchments (see examples in Perrin et al., 2001; Le Moine et al., 2007; Oudin et al., 2008). By doing so, it will be possible to check that the proposed models have a general capacity to represent hydrological behaviour, and thus that the application spectrum is not limited to a few catchments and to stationary space-time conditions (hopefully there will always be a “willing” catchment to give acceptable results, so that nobody will lose face). There is nothing very original about this proposal: Roche (1971) and Linsley (1982) had already raised this point of view long ago and spread the idea that large sets of catchments provide a useful and informative way to test hydrological models. More recently, we have defended a similar point of view in Andréassian et al. (2007).

However, there may be misunderstandings on the objectives followed by using large data sets to develop and evaluate models. Some modellers may consider this approach bulimic modelling. Others consider that this would mean searching for a universal model. This is obviously not the case, as it would be naive to think that at the present stage of hydrological modelling, a single model could work well in all places and conditions. But we are convinced that large catchment sets are the only possible way to learn from the variety of catchments, simply because they make it easier to falsify (refute) the models we wish to test (Popper, 1959). A few modellers seem to share this point of view: they also have published model tests based on large catchment sets, particularly in the perspective of modelling ungauged catchments (see among others Nathan and McMahon, 1990; Vandewiele et al., 1992; Merz and Blöschl, 2004; McIntyre et al., 2005; Kay et al., 2006; Young, 2006; Boughton and Chiew, 2007).
1.3 Scope

In this paper, we suggest that large and varied data sets are needed to develop and test hydrological models to ensure their generality, to diagnose their failures, and to improve them. After reviewing the main arguments of those supporting and opposing the use of large catchment sets, we discuss our reasons for advocating why a model should be tested in a way comparable to the crash test used in the automobile industry.

2 Catchment monographs or studies on large catchment sets?

2.1 Arguments in favour of catchment monographs

At the present time, work on a single basin – or a very limited number of basins – remains the rule for most of the hydrological modelling studies reported in the literature. There are several reasons for this:

- First of all, many hydrologists look at hydrological modelling in a bottom-up, mechanistic manner. It is therefore natural to think that a single case-study could be enough to discover and dissect the main small-scale physical processes controlling the movement of water in a catchment.

- Second, in practice, it remains difficult to apply models whose parameterization is data-demanding or time-consuming to large catchment sets.

- Third, some hydrologists who defend the downward modelling philosophy do favour model structures customized on a catchment-by-catchment basis: see for example the “flexible” model philosophy of Femia et al. (2008a).

- Fourth, it is a widespread belief among hydrologists that the structure of a catchment model is necessarily climate- or region-specific, as a consequence of the prescriptions of the conceptual approach, which advocates keeping only in a model those driving processes that the modeller deems active in a given catchment.

- Last, measurements may be viewed with suspicion. In these conditions, confidence in a model cannot come from a confrontation with measurements (which may be considered too uncertain), but should instead come from the physical realism of the equations embedded in the structure of a model. However, this has limitations, as discussed by Beven (2001) and Silberstein (2005).

2.2 Arguments in favour of the use of large data sets

Why should a model developed on a given catchment be directly applicable to another one? After all, the components of the model structure are likely to be over-specialized, i.e. to reflect the peculiarities of the catchment used during the model-development phase.

On this topic, one of the pioneers of hydrologic modelling, Ray Linsley (1982), argued that “because almost any model with sufficient free parameters can yield good results when applied to a short sample from a single catchment, effective testing requires that models be tried on many catchments of widely differing characteristics, and that each trial cover a period of many years” (p. 14–15).

Other modelling pioneers have been defending the same point of view. Moore and Mein (1975) stressed that different climatic zones should be covered in a model test set, and they insisted that “the catchments on which the original versions of the models were developed should not be included to ensure independence of the test” (p. 123). Klemeš (1986) stressed that the use of “more test basins, more extensive split-sample schemes, etc., would increase the credibility of scientific work” (p. 22). Bergström (1991) insisted that to improve our confidence in hydrological modelling, we need to apply models “under a span of different geographical, climatological and geological conditions” (p. 127).

As for model improvement, one can also cite Andersson (1992), who reminded us that “a certain change of model structure can improve the model performance for some basins whereas it is unchanged or deteriorated for other basins. Improvements can also occur only for certain periods. It is therefore important to test the new model for a large set of basins and for long time series before drawing conclusions of a general model improvement” (p. 330).

More recently, Mouelhi et al. (2006) discussed the use of large data sets to develop a downward hydrological model. In particular, they stressed the need to have test catchments that are as climatically diverse as possible as the only way to test the ability of a model to represent the non-linearities of catchment behaviour. They also underlined that a large test set gives an opportunity to look for the features shared by catchments where the model fails, to better understand the causes of these failures and propose general remedies rather than only ad hoc solutions that could well be valid on only a single catchment. In that sense, large datasets may be seen as good safeguards against the development of overly complex models or as a way to identify catchment emerging properties as defined by McDonnell et al. (2007).

Oreskes et al. (1994) argued that “models are most useful when they are used to challenge existing formulations, rather than validate or verify them.” Beven (2007) added that “more may be learned from model rejection than acceptance; rejection of a hypothesis, when properly justified, is an important stage in model development and improvement.” We believe that using large catchment test sets provides a perfect opportunity to analyse model failure in a general way.
2.3 Any arguments in favour of a hybrid approach?

Although they may appear contradictory at first sight, there are definitely solutions to make single catchment analyses and large data set studies work together. Indeed, individual catchment analyses are an irreplaceable source of inspiration for hydrologists (both experimentalists and modellers) to develop new ideas and theories. But since monographs lack generality, it is necessary to systematically evaluate any such idea or theory on a larger catchment set. It may be worth remembering here the words of the famous French hydrologist Marcel Roche (1971), who insisted that a hydrologist “must above all be wary of one’s own experience […], how many hydrologists have actually believed they had a universal tool when they had only obtained a regional arrangement of elsewhere useless parameters.”

When developed on a single catchment, models could be submitted to a process of sensitivity analysis and testing to identify those components or parameters that are not sensitive and can eventually be removed or fixed. This often leads to model structure simplification, a painful process which was meaningfully described by two authors: Bergström (1991) reported that “going from complex to simpler model structures requires an open mind, because it is frustrating to have to abandon seemingly elegant concepts and theories. It is normally much more stimulating, from an academic point of view, to show significant improvement of the model performance by increasing complexity” (p. 125). Martin (1996) stressed that “the prediction obtained with a complex model often points to a simpler model which could have been used in the first place. The challenge here is for the designer who has failed to keep his model simple to recognize the fact when confronted with it.” Working on large data sets may be a way to avoid this process and to directly build more simple and general models.

3 Model developers, model users, and crash tests

Refsgaard and Henriksen (2004) detailed the different roles and expectations of model developers and model users. Most users are interested in a single or a limited number of catchments for which they wish to establish the best possible model. Therefore, a model developed on a large data set may appear irrelevant to their needs. Is this necessarily so? Let us try to clarify this situation by drawing an analogy with car testing.

3.1 Model developers should implement crash tests

Before launching a new car, automobile manufacturers systematically submit it to a crash test (see for example the NCAP website at www.euroncap.com). Crash tests have contributed to a true progress in transportation safety over the last few decades, and none of us would dream of driving a car – much less transporting family members – that had failed the minimum requirements of a crash test.

We consider that hydrological model developers have the same responsibility: they must perform a comprehensive crash test of their model to ensure that it is safe to use (Fig. 2). Of course, by submitting it to an extreme range of natural catchments and situations, they may lead it outside what they consider to be its range of application. But this is precisely what is needed: analysing model failures will make it possible to define its real limits of application (its “pedigree” as discussed by Beven, 2007), a necessary information for all potential users. It will also help propose new ways to improve model structure.

3.2 Model users should heed the results of crash tests when choosing a model

Let us continue with the car analogy: when choosing a new car, a responsible driver needs to identify “the right car”.

Fig. 2. Crash testing a rainfall-runoff model.
This choice will depend on his objectives, taste, budget, sensitivity to advertisement, etc. (and perhaps also which models are on display at the dealership). Ideally, a responsible driver should never buy a car only for the emotions incited by the advertisement: one should compare performance, test the car, gather additional information from other users, etc. Being sure that one’s car has been exhaustively tested is even more important because it is rare to have one car to commute to work in the city centre, one to travel to the countryside on the weekends and another one for winter vacation trips. Automobiles must serve a variety of purposes.

In hydrology, choosing the right model should require the same precautions, particularly in the case of operational hydrologists, who often have to use the same model structure for many catchments and different applications. Users should require tests that have gone beyond the usual range of application: Renault does not perform crash tests adapted to French roads only; Volvo does not limit its tests to snowy Swedish roads, nor Fiat to narrow winding Italian roads! A hydrologist using a model should know the limits of the model structure, based on the implementation of a complete crash test. A site-specific model, developed on a single site, may be very successful, but the question is: will it remain so in the long run? As Koutsoyiannis et al. (2009) put it, “there is no reason that the [natural] system properties remain unchanged over time.” An end-user may prefer to trust a model that obtains slightly lower performance on the time series at hand, but that has been more exhaustively validated.

### 3.3 Large data sets and data quality

In the sections above, we have been advocating the use of large data sets. However, the issue of data quality often runs into objections to this approach: with a large data set, it is difficult (or even impossible) to manually control the quality of data within reasonable time. Only rather simple automatic data screening algorithms are usable, and they can identify only the most obvious erroneous values. Unavoidably, a few inconsistencies will remain in the time series, and some unknown upstream influences may also exist. This is viewed by some modellers as a good reason to avoid working on large data sets.

However, this argument does not hold for three reasons:

- First, when working on a large set of catchments, data originate from regional or national hydrological and meteorological databases that have their own data quality check procedures, which should guarantee an acceptable (although obviously not perfect) level of data quality. In that sense, it is likely that a majority of data can be considered as good quality, and a minority as suspect, giving to the latter a limited impact on the results. The problem of data quality is probably more crucial when working on a single case study, as model development may be impacted by erroneous data to a larger extent in this case.

- Second, because model evaluation is only meaningful in a comparative framework (a model can only be ranked good in comparison with alternative models). Therefore, Linsley (1982, p. 13) is right when he objects that “if the data are too poor for the use of a good simulation model they are also inadequate for any other model.” Therefore, in intercomparison studies, data errors should not spoil the conclusions on the relative efficiency of several models (or model versions).

- Last, if we now look at real-time operational conditions, let us recognize that data quality checks are then necessarily limited. Though, models will have to be applied in these conditions. Therefore, part of a model crash test could consist in testing how a model responds to a deterioration of input data quality. We naturally do not advocate the intentional use of poor input data, but we consider that we need to document the impact of the progressive failure of a model when it encounters more and more input errors or missing values during its application or its calibration (see e.g. Oudin et al., 2006; Perrin et al., 2007).

### 4 Conclusions

#### 4.1 Is there any truly objective model assessment?

All hydrological models are hypotheses on the behaviour of catchments. All are intrinsically limited in their capacity to represent real-world behaviours. We do need to improve them, while acknowledging that they will always remain far from perfection. And in this improvement process, the only option is falsification: for this, we need to be merciless towards our own models and to apply the most demanding crash test, using a large and varied catchment set. This will allow us to assess model robustness and generality, will help us to define its limits of applicability and to quantify the magnitude and the distribution of its errors. Using large catchment sets will also provide opportunities to think in a more general way about model failures: the identification of common features between catchments where the model fails can be an opportunity to understand the reasons for these failures and therefore suggest general solutions for model improvement, rather than merely ad hoc solutions that are only valid on a single catchment.

It does not mean that developing models on large data sets is a panacea that will allow models to be applied blindly. Crash tests do not guarantee that these models will never fail: good cars that have successfully passed all crash test can still be involved in accidents. This approach just aims at minimizing the risks of failure. Obviously, when using the crash-tested model for a specific application, site-specific validation remains necessary to accept or reject the model.

In this paper, we have shown an example obtained by applying the four-level Klemček Crash Test (KCT) to GR4J,
a daily lumped rainfall-runoff model, over a few hundred catchments (Fig. 1). The drop of performance from the first two KCT test levels (simple and differential split sample test) to the two subsequent levels (simple and differential proxy-basin tests) illustrates what we could modestly describe as “an application where there is still considerable room for progress.”

4.2 Towards other crash tests

We are convinced that a widespread use of the KCT (and eventually new crash tests) is required for the progress of hydrology as a science. As Kirchner (2006) puts it, hydrology can only move forward if we develop ways to test models more comprehensively and incisively, “which is different from testing how nicely a mathematical marionette can dance to a tune it has already heard” (p. 3–4). But we would like to stress that even the best of the tests will not identify a good model in absolute terms: it will simply define which model (or model category) is safer to use (Michel et al., 2006). As Savenije (2009) underlined it, searching for the best model is meaningless: we should be satisfied with developing better models.

The full Klemeš Crash Test is a step forward toward more powerful tests (and probably more discriminative tests, but this remains to be verified by applying it simultaneously to several models). Different crash tests can also be proposed, depending on model applications. For example, Ewen and Parkin (1996) proposed approaches to test model ability to predict climate or land use change impacts. Crash tests might also consist in calibrating models using one objective function and evaluating them in validation using different criteria. The discussion of Clarke (2008b) on model intercomparison suggests that model testing by several operators and following other good experimental practices could also make valuable crash tests. We certainly need to imagine new, more demanding testing schemes to respond to the current challenges of hydrological science. One of these challenges is surely to predict the possible consequences of climate change more reliably, and this raises the difficult question of which models have the best extrapolation capacity.

It would also be valuable to set up an international data set (including countries under various latitudes and having various measurement network configurations and levels of data availability) against which models could be tested by the scientific community. This could extend initiatives like the WMO workshops (1975, 1986, 1992), the Distributed Model Intercomparison Project (DMIP, where a large number of models were applied simultaneously on the same catchments with a strict verification protocol) (Smith et al., 2004) or the MOPEX project (Schaake et al., 2006). Such a data set should include many catchments without pre-screening, i.e. retaining outlier catchments (for example karstic catchments, or groundwater-dominated catchments), in order to study how models cope with these obstacles. This could perhaps open ways to link the efficiency of model structures to the level of data availability (Fenicia et al., 2008b) or to catchment classifications.

In our view, further progress in hydrological modelling will come in part from intercomparisons based on large data sets: after all, similar efforts, in other scientific domains, have been shown to be fruitful. This will obviously require that more rigorous and demanding testing schemes be routinely implemented, as suggested by Clarke (2008a).

Last, model tests on large data sets probably require designing new evaluation criteria that can extract consistent and interpretable information from the large amount of results they produce. Sets of assessment criteria were proposed in the past (see e.g. Dawson et al., 2007), but some of them may be difficult to interpret when applied on large datasets and new formulations may be necessary (see e.g. Mathevet et al., 2006). However, model assessments on large data sets can provide added value by not restricting them to the statistics classically used when testing models on individual catchments. Other types of information could also be analysed: spatial efficiency patterns on nested or neighbouring catchments; spatial coherence on extreme values computation; existing links between efficiency and catchment characteristics, etc. Methodological developments on these issues are needed.
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